Tournament Rules
Rules of the Game:













Each Game is to 21 Points
We are playing with a slanted 3 Hole Board
This is a Double Elimination Match Tournament
One Match is 2 out of 3
(Player Must Win 2 games)
NO COVERING
Players play Rock, Paper, Scissors to determine
who throws first.
Must keep both feet behind the front of the
board at all times when throwing washers
All washers count if they score in any of the
holes even if the other player knocks them in
(This also includes Busting)
Player who scores last will go first on next throw
o *The Last washer to score, even if it falls in when the other player is throwing
Player who wins previous game throws first in the next game
Time Limit of 20 Minutes Per Match
o If Time Limit is reached before the Match is over, then player with most Total Points wins the
Match and advances
o Each Player will finish their washers for that throw, throwing equal number of washers.

Overtime



If two players tie at 21 then they play to 24.
o If you tie at 24, you then go to 27, then 30, 33, etc.
When one player gets to 21, they keep their remaining washers and allow the other player to throw their
washers to Tie
o If they tie, then the first player who got to 21 throws remaining washers and goes to 24 points. If
they get to 24 then the other player gets a chance to tie if they have any remaining washers.
Continue this until each player gets the chance to throw every washer to try to tie or win.

Busting






If you go over 21 you BUST
o You BUST to 11 Points PLUS whatever you went over
 Example: You have 19 Points and hit a 3 Pointer you will have 12 Points after you Bust
(19+3)=22; 22-21= 1 left over Point. Bust to 11 + 1 left over point = 12 Points.
If you are in Overtime, all busting goes to 21
o Example: You have 23 (going to 24) and hit a 3 pointer then you bust back to 23
 (23+3)=26; 26-24= 2 left over Point. Bust to 21 + 2 left over point = 23 Points.
o Example: You have 28 points (going to 30) and hit a 3 you go to 22 points
 (28+3)=31; 31-30= 1 left over Point. Bust to 21 + 1 left over point = 22 Points
If you throw first and have 20 points and the other player knocks one of your washers in giving you more
than 21 points during their throw you BUST and go back to 11 PLUS whatever you went over.

Find a Game monitor for any questions regarding Rules of the Game

